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Abstract—In this study, we attempt to address the issue
regarding the spatial join count, where in the number of particles
around a halo is counted only once for a given simulation result.
An efficient spatial index is necessary for accelerated counting;
therefore, we propose a CPU optimized sort-tile-recursive R-
tree that employs a parallel radix sort and node packing with
thread pool and single instruction multiple data instructions. In
an experiment conducted with astronomical data, the proposed
method demonstrates an improvement in performance by 26.8
times compared with that using a conventional CPU optimized
R-tree. We also propose a partial materialization approach to
handle large amount of data that exceeds the capacity of main
memory. To accelerate the approach, we propose a construct-
search-destruct pipeline that exploits a thread pool to conceal
the latency of the construction and destruction of the index. The
pipelining method achieves an improvement in performance by
27.5 times compared with that of a conventional CPU optimized
R-tree. All our codes are available on GitHub.
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I. Introduction

A. Spatial Join Count over Shells

Spatial join [1] is an important query used in a number

of fields such as astronomy, neuroscience, and geology. For

example, in astronomy the spatial join appears in queries for

identifying stars [2], finding close celestial bodies [3], and

counting neighboring astronomical objects [4]. For a spatial

join on two relations R and S containing spatial objects, if the

distance between an object from R and that of another object

from S is less than a predefined threshold, such a pair of

objects is included in the join result. The cost of the spatial join

is O(MN) when R and S contain M and N objects respectively.

In astronomy, a number of simulations are conducted to

analyze the state of the universe [5][6] and find an unknown

or a rare phenomenon. Spatial join is frequently used in such

analysis. In this study, we focus on a variant of the spatial join

count in proposed by Taruya et al. [4].

This type of spatial joint count involves counting the number

of particles in each shell of a three-dimensional Euclidean

space. Each shell has a halo at its center. The halo is a celestial

sphere-like object, represented by its center point. Only the

object ID and point information are required in this workload.

Fig. 1. SJCS. Red and blue points represent particles and halos, respectively.
Circles spreading out from the blue points are shells.

SELECT SH1.id, SH1.count, SH2.count, SH3.count
FROM (SELECT HALO.id, COUNT(*) FROM HALO, PART

WHERE distance(HALO.p, PART.p) < THRESHOLD1
GROUP BY HALO.id) AS SH1,
(SELECT HALO.id, COUNT(*) FROM HALO, PART
WHERE distance(HALO.p, PART.p) >= THRESHOLD1
AND distance(HALO.p, PART.p) < THRESHOLD2

GROUP BY HALO.id) AS SH2,
(SELECT HALO.id, COUNT(*) FROM HALO, PART
WHERE distance(HALO.p, PART.p) >= THRESHOLD2
AND distance(HALO.p, PART.p) < THRESHOLD3

GROUP BY HALO.id) AS SH3

Fig. 2. SQL query for SJCS

Figure 1 represents an overview of this workload, and Fig.

2 shows a structured query language (SQL) query for this

workload, referred to as spatial join count over shells (SJCS)

in this study.

B. Problems with SJCS

The query shown in Fig. 2 is inefficient because it contains

many relational joins. These joins can be merged into a single

join that can be processed naturally in the following three

steps. First, we construct an index for particles in a simulation

result. Second, for each halo, we find the largest shell using a

range search within the index. Finally, we count the number of

particles in each shell. In this approach, we need to consider

the following two problems.

1) Expensive index construction:
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The index cannot be constructed in advance because

SJCS is executed only once and is applied immediately

after the simulation data are generated. Therefore, we

require a fast search index that can be constructed in a

computationally inexpensive manner.

2) Large data exceeding memory capacity:

Coordinates of only particle data are required to con-

struct the index. However, the number of particles is

large (8 × 109), making the size of the index greater

than 180 GB.

It is difficult to maintain such a large index in the main

memory; hence, multiple storage accesses are required.

However, this reduces performance because a number

of write and read accesses occur during the index

construction phase and search phase, respectively.

C. Contributions

We propose a CPU-optimized sort-tile-recursive R-tree

(CoSTR-R-tree) that dramatically accelerates the SJCS work-

load. Note that all codes are available on GitHub [7]. The

proposed method solves the above problems as follows.

1) Parallel index construction: In the SJCS workload, the

number of dimensions for astronomical objects is three.

That is, the positions of the halos and the particles are

represented by x, y and z coordinates. In such low-

dimensional space, we can exploit R-tree variants effec-

tively without encountering the curse of dimensionality.

Thus, we are able to accelerate the STR R-tree [8], and

achieve an improvement in performance by 26.8 times
with a small SJCS workload (Section V).

The STR R-tree construction consists of a sort and

pack phases. We employ an efficient parallel radix sort

[9], which is a CPU cache-conscious multi-threaded

O(N) sorting technique, to accelerate the sort phase. We

parallelize the pack phase with multi-threading and Intel

Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) intrinsics ( mm min

and mm max). In addition, we employ thread pool

pattern construction to reduce the overheads of thread-

forking and thread-joining.

2) Partial Materialization:

To solve the memory shortage problem, we adopt a

partial materialization approach that divides particle data

into multiple segments and then applies the SJSC to

each segment repeatedly. To accelerate this approach,

we propose a construct-search-destruct (CSD) pipeline.

The pipeline exploits the thread pool to conceal the

latency of the construction and destruction of the index.

The pipelining method with a CoSTR-R-tree achieves

an improvement in performance by 27.5 times (Section

VI).

D. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes related work. In Section III, we present the

CoSTR-R-tree and describe its concept, design, and implemen-

tation. Section IV describes the details of the SJCS workload,

including the periodic boundary condition. Section V presents

a performance evaluation of the CoSTR-R-tree with an SJCS

workload with real data and uniformly randomly generated

data compared with a CPU-optimized R-tree (CoR-tree). In

Section VI, we present and evaluate partial materialization

for large-scale particle data that exceed memory capacity.

Conclusions are given in Section VII.

II. RelatedWork

A. R-Tree and its Variants

An R-tree [10] is a tree shaped index that can be used to

search spatial objects efficiently. In this paper, we treat three-

dimensional data; therefore, we do not require indices for high-

dimensional data, such as an SS-tree [11], an SR-tree [12], an

A-tree [13], an X-tree [14], a VA-File [15], or a VA+-File

[16]. R-tree variants are sufficient for our purposes.

The R-Tree structure has been studied relative to perfor-

mance improvement. The node splitting principal of the R-

tree minimizes the area of split nodes. It does not consider

overlap between nodes; therefore, performance deteriorates

depending on the data distribution. The R*-tree [17] was

designed to solve this problem. The R*-tree minimizes the

overlap between nodes and the area of nodes. The search

performance of the R*-tree is more efficient than that of an

R-tree.

Typically, the R-tree and the R*-tree are dynamic structure,

i.e., they change their shape relative to data insertions or

deletions. However, R-trees can also be constructed in a static

manner. A static R-tree index loads all data simultaneously.

The time required to construct an index is much less than

that required by dynamic variants.

The Packed R-tree [18] is the simplest statically structured

R-tree. It takes only the x-coordinate; therefore, it shows poor

search performance. The Hilbert Packed R-tree [19] uses the

Hilbert value (value of a space-filling curve) of its centroid

to sort records. It shows better performance than the Packed

R-tree and the R*-tree. The STR R-tree [8] is an improved

version of the Packed R-tree. It sorts data from first to last

coordinates recursively. It was reported that the STR-R-tree

outperforms the Hilbert Packed R-tree in most cases [8].

B. STR R-Tree

STR divides records into tiles (groups of records) and

sorts recursively for each dimension. We briefly describe the

construction procedure in the following.

1) Input records: Let the number of children in a node

be C, the number of records be N, and the dimension

of data be D. In the STR R-tree, D times sorts are

performed recursively.

2) Sorting tiles: Records are sorted by the (D− k)-th axis,

where k is the number of remaining sorts and initialized

by D. Note that the axis number starts at 0. If k is equal

to 0, proceed to step 4.

3) Recursive sort: The sorted records are divided into

��N/C�1/k� tiles. Each tile has C��N/C�(k−1)/k� records.
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Let k be k − 1. Step 2 is applied to the records in each

tile.

4) Pack nodes: Records are divided into �N/C� groups.

Parent nodes are created from those groups. Let the

number of records N be �N/C�. If N is greater than C,

repeat step 2 onwards with the parent nodes. Otherwise,

create the root node and terminate this procedure.

Although a GPU optimized STR R-tree has been proposed

by Simin, et al. [20], to the best of our knowledge, a CPU

optimized version has not yet been proposed.

III. Three-Dimensional CPU-Optimized STR R-Tree

As described above, construction of the STR R-tree consists

of sort and pack phases.

The sort phase sorts records recursively to minimize over-

laps between nodes and the pack phase packs records and

creates the parent nodes of the records.

R-tree variants variant searches involve tree traversal and

determining if an object exists within a query range (Section

II-A). These procedures have significant parallelisms. This

section explains how we optimize these procedures.

A. Parallel Construction

1) Overview of Construction: The sort phase is the primary

process in index construction. For practical applications, sort-

ing must be executed quickly. The pack phase can also be

parallelized because each relation between a parent node and

its child nodes is independent of each other. To parallelize

the pack phase, each thread obtains C nodes from an array

of nodes and the destination index of the array and then

creates the parent node at the destination. When a parent node

is created, its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), which

encloses all its child nodes, is set. In this process, we can

use SSE intrinsics, mm min and mm max, to obtain the

minimum and maximum values for each coordinate.

In the construction of the three-dimensional CoSTR-R-tree,

there are iterations of three parallel sorts and one parallel node

packing. If we use the fork and join thread model, there are

four forks and four joins per iteration. To avoid overhead, we

use a thread pool mechanism. In the parallel radix sort, worker

threads are symmetric, i.e., all threads do the same work. The

same can be said for parallel node packing. Based on these

facts, we employ a uniform thread pool. With a uniform

thread pool, a single request is processed by all threads in the

pool, i.e., there is no work request queue. This eliminates the

overhead associated with managing a work request queue, thus

improving performance.

2) Details of Construction: The CoSTR-R-tree is mapped

on a single in-memory array, which facilitates easy paralleliza-

tion of the construction. To allocate an array that can contain

the entire index, it is necessary to calculate the number of

nodes required in advance. Here, let the number of records

be N, the maximum number of children a node can hold be

C and the total number of required nodes be M. M can be

calculated as follows.

Fig. 3. Recursive sort implementation (numbers in the boxes represent x and
y coordinates).

Pn+1 = �Pn/C� · · · (P0 = N) ,M =
�logC N�∑

k=0

Pk (1)

Algorithm 1 shows the CoSTR-R-tree construction proce-

dure.

1) Input records: Let the number of input records be N,

and the number of child nodes in a node be C (Algorithm

1, lines 2 and 3, respectively).

2) Create leaf nodes: We calculate the total number of

nodes M and allocate the array of M nodes. Then, we

create N leaf nodes from the input records and place

them into the array (Algorithm 1, lines 6-8).

3) Sort by first axis (parallel): Previously generated nodes

are sorted by the first axis using parallel radix sort

(Algorithm 1, line 12). Note that this single sort is

parallelized.

4) Sort by second axis and third axes (parallel): Sorted

nodes are divided into �N/C�1/3 tiles (Algorithm 1, line

14). Nodes in each tile are sorted by the second axis

using a radix sort. Note that multiple sorts are performed

simultaneously. Then, the sorted nodes in each tile are

divided into �N/C�1/2 sub-tiles, and sorted by the third

axis with a radix sort (Algorithm 1, at line 16).

5) Pack nodes and tree growth (parallel):
Sorted nodes are divided into �N/C� groups (Algorithm

1, line 18). Each thread is provided with a group and the

destination offset of the array to write the parent node.

Then they create the parent node from the group and

write it to the destination.

6) Repeat: Let the number of records N be �N/C�. If N is

1, create the root node, then terminate the construction.

Otherwise, let the parent nodes generated in the previous

step be the new input. Then, repeat step 3 onwards.

Note that parallel radix sort is used in step 3; however, it

is not used in step 4. Figure 3 illustrates how we implement

these sorts. In the upper part of Fig. 3, a parallel radix sort

is applied to the first sort, while in the lower part, the second
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Algorithm 1 CoSTR-R-tree construction

1: A[]← array of data
2: N ← number of data
3: C ← max number of children in a node
4: T ← thread pool
5: function main(A,N,C,T )
6: M ← calculate total number of nodes from N
7: allocate array of nodes NA[M]
8: create leaf nodes from A[] and put them into NA[M − N] to

NA[M − 1]
9: NP← pointer to NA[M − N]

10: while N > C do
11: {parallel radix sort by first axis using thread pool T }
12: ParallelRadixS ort(NP,N, 0,T )
13: {tile-by-tile radix sort by second axis using thread pool T }
14: RadixS ortT ileByTile(NP,N, 1, �N/C�2/3 ×C,N,T )
15: {tile-by-tile radix sort by third axis using thread pool T }
16: RadixS ortT ileByTile(NP,N, 2, �N/C�1/2 × C, �N/C�2/3 ×

C,T )
17: {parallel node packing using thread pool T }
18: ParallelPackNodes(NP,N,C,T )
19: NP← NP − �N/C�
20: N ← �N/C�
21: end while
22: {pack nodes and create the root node}
23: PackChildNodes({NA[1], ...,NA[N]},NA[0])
24: end function

sort is performed concurrently using a tile-by-tile radix sort by

assigning a thread to each tile. A parallel radix sort is not used

for the second and third sort due to thread synchronization

overhead. For example, if N = 108 and C = 10, there are

�N/C�1/3 = 216 tiles in the second axis sort. Each tile has

�N/C�2/3 × C = 464160 nodes1. Applying parallel radix sort

to each tile would require 216 parallel radix sorts. This is

inefficient because parallel radix sort has thread barriers; thus,

the total number of thread barriers becomes at least 512.

Algorithm 2 shows tile-by-tile multi-threaded radix sort that

corresponds to step 4. Each thread gets the tile on which

they perform the sort (Algorithm 2, lines 11-22). Note that

the nodes in the tile are sorted (Algorithm 2, line 25).

Algorithm 3 shows multi-threaded node packing that cor-

responds to step 5. Each thread obtains the destination offset

of the array for writing the parent node (Algorithm 3, line 9-

10)). Each thread obtains the group to be the children of the

parent node (Algorithm 3, line 12-20). This divides the nodes

into �N/C� groups. Note that each group has C nodes. Then,

we create the parent nodes for these groups (Algorithm 3, line

23).

Algorithm 4 shows node packing used in Algorithms 1 and

3 that creates a parent node. The MBR of the parent node is

created (Algorithm 4, lines 5-10). To find the lowest coordinate

and the highest coordinate from the child nodes’ MBR,

mm min and mm max are used, respectively (Algorithm 4,

lines 8-9). They are SSE intrinsics that obtain the minimum

and maximum values for each element from the two vectors,

respectively.

1The last tile may have fewer nodes than this.

Algorithm 2 Tile-by-tile sorting

1: NP← pointer to array of nodes
2: NN ← number of nodes
3: K ← axis number
4: W ← number of elements in a tile
5: M ← number of elements in a tile of K − 1th axis
6: T ← thread pool
7: function RadixS ortT ileByTile(NP,NN,K,W,M,T )
8: # begin parallel by T , share: n← 0
9: while all tiles have not been sorted do

10: {get the range of tile for this thread}
11: s← n {n is locked here}
12: if s ≥ NN then
13: {all tiles have been sorted, unlock n}
14: return to thread pool T
15: end if
16: e← s +W − 1
17: {fix the end of tile region}
18: if e ≥ NN then
19: e← NN − 1
20: else if there is multiple of W in s, ..., e then
21: e← (multiple of W that does not exceed e) −1
22: end if
23: n← e + 1 {n is unlocked here}
24: {radix sort tile by Kth axis}
25: RadixS ort({NP[s], ...,NP[e]}, e − s + 1,K)
26: end while
27: # end parallel by T
28: end function

B. Parallel Range Search in Spatial Join

1) Overview of Search: This subsection explains how we

apply the CoSTR-R-tree to the spatial join. Since there are

many overlap checks and distance calculations in the search,

SIMD instructions can be effective. Furthermore, there is

search parallelism in spatial joins, one side of the data is

indexed and the other side of the data becomes the search keys.

These searches are independent of other searches; therefore,

it is easy to parallelize searches with multi-threading.

2) Details of Search: Algorithm 5 shows the search proce-

dure of the spatial join with the CoSTR-R-tree.

1) Initialization: Let the query radius be R (Algorithm 5,

line 3).

2) Create query MBR (parallel): To search the certain

range from an object with the CoSTR-R-tree, the query

MBR is created (Algorithm 5, line 9).

3) Issue query (parallel): We traverse the CoSTR-R-tree

from the root node with the query MBR, and get the

objects in the specified range (Algorithm 5, line 12).

Algorithm 6 query MBR creation in step 2. Here, let the

query radius be R and the query point be P. Then, a query

MBR M is created as follows. Set the lower point of the MBR

to P − R and the upper point to P + R (Algorithm 6, lines 5-

7). This calculation is performed by mm sub and mm add

which are the intrinsics for vector subtraction and the addition,

respectively.

Algorithm 7 shows range search in step 3. If the node

overlaps the query MBR, we descend the node recursively.

When a leaf node is reached, children of the leaf node are
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Algorithm 3 Parallel packing

1: NP← pointer to array of nodes
2: NN ← number of nodes
3: C ← max number of children in node
4: T ← thread pool
5: function ParallelPackNodes(NP,NN,C,T )
6: # begin parallel by T , share: n← 0, p← 1
7: while all nodes have not been packed do
8: {get offset of parent node}
9: q← p {p is locked here}

10: p← p + 1 {p is unlocked here}
11: {get nodes to pack}
12: s← n {n is locked here}
13: if s ≥ NN then
14: {all nodes have been packed, unlock n}
15: return to thread pool T
16: end if
17: e← s +C − 1
18: if e ≥ NN then
19: e← NN − 1
20: end if
21: n← e + 1 {n is unlocked here}
22: {pack nodes and create the parent node}
23: PackChildNodes({NP[s], ...,NP[e]},NP[−q])
24: end while
25: # end parallel by T
26: end function

Algorithm 4 Node Packing

1: NC[]← array of child nodes
2: DP← destination of parent node
3: function PackChildNodes(NC,DP)
4: {create MBR of parent node}
5: M ← MBR of NC[0]
6: for all nc: nodes in NC[] do
7: m← MBR of nc
8: lower point of M ← mm min(lower point of M, lower

point of m)
9: upper point of M ← mm max(upper point of M, upper

point of m)
10: end for
11: set NC[] for the children of DP, M for the MBR of DP
12: end function

checked to filter false alarms. If the distance is less than the

query radius R, the object is added to the results.

Algorithm 8 shows how we check for MBR overlaps in

Algorithm 7. Here, let the query MBR be M1, and the MBR of

a node be M2. It checks the following condition to determine

that there are no overlaps between those MBRs.

• If the lower point of M1 (M2) is not less than the upper

point of M2 (M1), then there are no overlaps.

If the above condition is not satisfied, they overlap.

The SSE intrinsics can also handle vector comparison and

branch by mm cmpnlt and mm test all ones. The

mm cmpnlt intrinsic performs the “not less than” operation

for each element of two vectors and returns the vector of the

comparison result. We must know whether there is an element

that satisfies one of the above conditions to prove that there

are no overlaps.

To determine this, we use the mm test all ones

Algorithm 5 CoSTR-R-tree spatial join

1: S T ← STR-R-tree
2: A[]← array of data point
3: R← search range
4: T ← thread pool
5: function main(S T, A,R,T )
6: # begin parallel by T , assume there is exclusive control to

fetch p
7: for all p: data point in A[] do
8: NR← get root node of S T
9: M ← create a MBR

10: CreateQueryMBR(M, p,R)
11: {we do not want to calculate the square root of the distance

for every object, so take the square of R in advance}
12: RangeS earch(NR,M, p,R2)
13: end for
14: # end parallel by T
15: end function

Algorithm 6 Query MBR creation

1: M ← query MBR
2: P← query point
3: R← search range
4: function CreateQueryMBR(M, P,R)
5: VR← 3-dimensional vector of R
6: lower point of M ← mm sub(P, VR)
7: upper point of M ← mm add(P, VR)
8: end function

compound intrinsic, which returns true if all elements in the

vector are 0. If it returns false, a value of 1 exists in the vector

and we know that the non-overlapping condition is satisfied.

Algorithm 9 shows the distance calculation in Algorithm 7.

The difference of two vectors is calculated using mm sub

(Algorithm 9, line 5). Then, the square of the difference for

each element is summed with mm dp (Algorithm 9 , line 6),

which is the dot product intrinsic. Here mm dp returns the

vector of the distance. Thus, we must convert it to a scalar

Algorithm 7 Range search

1: NN ← node of STR-R-tree
2: M ← query MBR
3: P← query point
4: R← search range
5: function RangeS earch(NN,M, P,R)
6: if NN is not leaf node then
7: for all nc: child nodes of NN do
8: m← MBR of nc
9: if CheckOverlap(M,m) returns true then

10: {descend the child node}
11: RangeS earch(nc,M, P,R)
12: end if
13: end for
14: else
15: p← lower point of MBR of NN
16: if CalculateDistance(P, p) < R then
17: {this object is truly included in range R}
18: add object pointed to by NN to the result
19: end if
20: end if
21: end function
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Algorithm 8 Overlap checking

1: M1← a MBR
2: M2← a MBR
3: function CheckOverlap(M1,M2)
4: F1← mm cmpnlt(upper point of M1, lower point of M2)
5: if mm test all ones(F1) returns false then
6: return false
7: end if
8: F2← mm cmpnlt(upper point of M2, lower point of M1)
9: if mm test all ones(F2) returns false then

10: return false
11: end if
12: return true
13: end function

Algorithm 9 Distance calculation

1: P1← a point
2: P2← a point
3: {this function returns the square of the distance}
4: function CalculateDistance(P1, P2)
5: VS← mm sub(P1, P2)
6: V D← mm dp(VS, VS)
7: {distance is in V D as vector so extract it}
8: return mm cvt(V D)
9: end function

value. mm cvt (Algorithm 9, line 8) executes the vector to

scalar conversion.

IV. Applying CoSTR-R-tree to SJCS Workload

A. Periodic Boundary Condition

The periodic boundary condition is required for the SJCS

workload. This is the idea that space consists of repetitions

of the same cells. This condition is widely used in scientific

simulations, such as fluid dynamics [21] and astronomy [22],

because it is very difficult or nearly impossible to handle the

whole data space.

There are two approaches to count the appropriate number

of particles with this condition.

1) (A1) Hold the extra cells that surround the original cell

(excluding the original cell). Then construct the index

for this chunk of cells.

2) (A2) Hold only the original cell and construct its index.

When the query range sticks out of the cell, some queries

that are equivalent to those for adjacent cells are issued.

Figure 4 illustrates these two approaches. With the first

principle, the number of extra cells that surround the center is

2ΣD
k=1

3k−1, where D is the dimension of the data. This requires

large amount of memory. However, we cannot tolerate this

drawback because the data size is huge in our problem. The

second principle requires no extra cells. However, it requires

2D times searches at most 2.

In the second principle, there are no objects in the out-

of-bound region for each query (Fig. 4, right); therefore, the

cost of each query is relatively small. Thus, the reduced search

2We assume the query MBR is smaller than the cell.

Algorithm 10 CoSTR-R-tree spatial join count over shells

1: S T ← STR-R-tree
2: D← dimension of data
3: A[]← array of data point
4: S []← shells
5: T ← thread pool
6: function main(S T, A, S ,T )
7: # begin parallel by T , assume there is exclusive control to

fetch p
8: for all p: data point in A[] do
9: NR← get root node of S T

10: M ← create a MBR
11: CreateQueryMBR(M, p, radius of outer most S [])
12: LF[]← lower out of bound flags
13: UF[]← upper out of bound flags
14: CheckOutO f Bound(LF,UF,M)
15: for i← 0 to D − 1 do
16: q← copy of p
17: if LF[i] is true then
18: q[i] + coordinate of upper bound
19: else if UF[i] is true then
20: q[i] − coordinate of upper bound
21: else
22: continue this loop
23: end if
24: CreateQueryMBR(M, q, radius of outer most S [])
25: RangeCountOverS hells(NR,M, q, S )
26: for j← i + 1 to D − 1 do
27: r← copy of q
28: if LF[i] is true then
29: r[i] + coordinate of upper bound
30: else if UF[i] is true then
31: r[i] − coordinate of upper bound
32: else
33: continue this loop
34: end if
35: CreateQueryMBR(M, r, radius of outer most S [])
36: RangeCountOverS hells(NR,M, r, S )
37: for k ← j + 1 to D − 1 do
38: s← copy of r
39: if LF[i] is true then
40: s[i] + coordinate of upper bound
41: else if UF[i] is true then
42: s[i] − coordinate of upper bound
43: else
44: continue this loop
45: end if
46: CreateQueryMBR(M, s, radius of outer most S [])
47: RangeCountOverS hells(NR,M, s, S )
48: end for
49: end for
50: end for
51: end for
52: # end parallel by T
53: end function

performance caused by the multiple query issue is permissible.

We employ the second principle to apply the periodic boundary

condition to the search with the CoSTR-R-tree. To check of

the out-of-bound condition faster, we use mm cmplt and

mm cmpgt to determine if query MBRs are beyond the lower

and upper bounds in each dimension.
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Fig. 4. Query with periodic boundary condition: The left holds the extra
cells and issues only one query (A1), while the right holds only one cell and
issues multiple queries (A2).

Algorithm 11 Out of bound checking

1: LF[]← lower out of bound flags
2: UF[]← upper out of bound flags
3: M ← query MBR
4: function CheckOutO f Bound(LF,UF,M)
5: VL← 3-dimensional vector of lower bound coordinate
6: VU ← 3-dimensional vector of upper bound coordinate
7: LF[]← mm cmplt(lower point of M, VL)
8: UF[]← mm cmpgt(upper point of M, VU)
9: end function

B. Details of Applying Periodic Boundary Condition

To adopt the CoSTR-R-tree for the SJCS, we need to modify

the search algorithm described in Alg. 5. Alg. 10 shows the

algorithm of the SJCS. In line 11 to 14, it checks whether the

query MBR is out of periodic bound. In line 15 to 43, queries

that are applied periodic bound condition are issued.

Alg. 11 shows the algorithm of checking out of bound query.

At line 7 and 8, it checks whether the query MBR is being

out of bound with mm cmplt and mm cmpgt, which are

the vector comparison intrinsics.

Alg. 12 shows the algorithm of counting objects in the

shells. It is similar to the Alg. 7 except for the leaf node

handling. At line 16, it calculates the distance between the

halo and the particle. Then, it checks which shell the particle

pointed to by the leaf node belongs to and counts up the

number of particles for the shell.

V. Evaluation of CoSTR-R-tree

A. Baseline and Data

In this section, we discuss the difference in performance

between the CoSTR-R-tree and a CoR-tree) that is accelerated

with SIMD and multi-threads. In the construction of the CoR-

tree, the area calculation that occurs during node splitting is

accelerated by SIMD.

We also apply SIMD to the creation of a parent node’s

MBR. In addition, the CoR-tree employs parallel search (Sec-

tion III-B1). Thus, the CoSTR-R-tree and CoR-tree use the

same search algorithm in these experiments. We used this as

the baseline and compared it to the CoSTR-R-tree to demon-

strate construction, destruction, and search performance. The

parallelization applied to each index are shown in Table I.

Algorithm 12 Range count over shells

with periodic boundary condition

1: NN ← node of STR-R-tree
2: M ← query MBR
3: P← query point
4: S []← shells
5: function RangeCountOverS hells(NN,M, P, S )
6: if NN is not leaf node then
7: for all nc: child nodes of NN do
8: m← MBR of nc
9: if CheckOverlap(M,m) returns true then

10: {descend the child node}
11: RangeCountOverS hells(nc,M, P, S )
12: end if
13: end for
14: else
15: p← lower point of MBR of NN
16: d ← CalculateDistance(P, p)
17: for all s: shell in S [] do
18: if d < radius of s then
19: count up the number of particles for s
20: end this loop
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: end function

TABLE I
Index Acceleration

CoSTR-R-tree CoR-tree
Construct Search Construct Search

Multi-threads Yes Yes No Yes
SIMD Yes Yes Yes Yes

TABLE II
Experimental environment

CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2650 v3 2.30 GHz × 2

Cores 20 (10 per socket)
Memory 64 GB
Compiler gcc 6.1.0
Dimension: 3
CoR-tree/CoSTR-R-tree fanout: 10

#Particles: 108

#Halos: 107

#Shells: 40
Minimum range: 0.001
Maximum range: 5

We apply the small SJCS workload to the real dataset and

the uniformly randomly generated dataset. Here, the number

of particles is 108, which is 1/80 of the real workload. The

number of halos is 107, which is the same size as that from

the real workload. The experimental environment is described

in Table II.

B. Construction

The construction of the CoSTR-R-tree is parallelized, as

described in Section III. We conducted this experiment to

observe how performance changes depending on the number of

threads. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the number

of construction threads and the construction time for both the
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Fig. 6. Search Time

real dataset and random datasets. As can be seen, CoSTR-R-

tree outperforms CoR-tree. With the real dataset, 14 threads

demonstrate the best performance for the CoSTR-R-tree (85.3

times faster than the CoR-tree).

C. Search

There are 40 shells in the real workload. The radius of the

minimum shell is 0.001 and that of the maximum shell is

5 where the range of the data space is 0 to 1000 for each

dimension. The interval between shells is equal in log space.

The experiments were conducted based on those conditions.

Figure 6 shows the time required to search with the CoR-

tree and the CoSTR-R-tree for the real and random datasets.

The result for CoR-tree with the random dataset shows poor

performance due to the splitting policy of the R-tree. Because

this policy minimizes the area of nodes (i.e., MBRs), the over-

lapping area between nodes is not considered. Consequently,

many overlaps occur in the tree, and many node traversals

will occur during the search. In contrast, there are few node

overlaps in the CoSTR-R-tree because the construction process

contains sorts. Therefore, the reduction in performance is small

with random data distribution.

The best performance was observed with 20 threads. There

is nearly no reduction in performance as the number of threads

increases due to the independence of searches (Section III-B1).

In the 20 threads search with the real dataset, the CoSTR-R-

tree shows 1.31 times better performance than the CoR-tree.
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D. Destruction

The destruction time for both CoR-tree and CoSTR-tree

are negligible compared to search and construction (Fig. 7).

Destruction of CoSTR-R-tree is 249 times faster than that of

CoR-tree because CoSTR-tree destruction requires freeing of

only a single array.

E. Performance Summary

Figure 7 shows the total execution time breakdown of the

SJCS workload for each pair of index and dataset. Note that

we varied the number of worker threads in each stage for

optimization. The numbers for CoSTR-R-tree were 14, 20,

and 1 for construction, search, and destruction, while those

for CoR-tree were 1, 20, and 1, respectively.

The CoR-tree consumes most time for construction. In

contrast, CoSTR-R-tree construction is considerably fast. In

total, the CoSTR-R-tree demonstrates 26.8 times performance

improvement compared to the CoR-tree.

We also examined how much performance is gained by

SIMD. Fig. 8 shows the performance improvement of the

CoSTR-R-tree and the CoR-tree by SIMD with the real data

set. Our CoSTR-R-tree achieves 17.4% improvement in total

execution time.
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Fig. 9. Construct-search-destruct pipeline (CSD)

Fig. 10. Construct-search-destruct pipeline++ (CSD++)

VI. Applying CoSTR-R-Tree to a Large Dataset

A. Partial Materialization

When the number of particles increases, its index no longer

fits in main memory. To solve the memory shortage problem,

we adopt a partial materialization approach. This approach

divides the particle data into multiple segments, and then it

conducts a sequence of SJCS tasks. A task consists of con-

struction, search, and destruction to avoid memory overflow.

We can obtain the result by naively repeating the sequences.

We refer to this naive method as non-pipelined (NP).
To accelerate partial materialization, we propose CSD

pipelining. This provides pipeline parallelism. Both the con-

struction and destruction overlap while searching for another

segment. Figure 9 illustrates the proposed CSD method.

Figure 10 shows that it is possible to overlap the first index

construction with the second index construction. The pipeline

bubble under the first index construction in Fig. 9 is filled

with the second index construction. We refer to this method

as CSD pipeline++ (CSD++).
The CoSTR-R-tree is suitable for this approach because

its execution time is faster (26.8 times) than that of the

CoR-tree. If we apply this approach to the CoR-tree, then

it requires approximately 26.8 times more time than that

of the proposed method, which would not be suitable for

astronomical researchers.

B. Thread Pool for Partial Materialization

We employ a non-uniform thread pool with a work request

queue so that each thread can execute its tasks respectively.

This allows us to overlap index construction, search, and

index destruction simultaneously. In addition, threads that

have completed index construction or destruction can help

the incomplete searches; thus we can maintain a high CPU

usage ratio. However, the non-uniform thread pool conflicts

with the uniform thread pool in the CoSTR-R-tree construction

(Section III-A1). To address this problem, we introduce an

inter-thread pool movement mechanism, which is described

as follows.

1) Initialize: We create a non-uniform thread pool and

empty the uniform thread pool.

Fig. 11. Inter-thread pool movement. Blue: non-uniform thread pool. Red:
uniform thread pool.

TABLE III
Experimental condition

CoSTR-R-tree fanout: 10
Data type: Real data

#Particles: 1.3 × 109

#Halos: 107

#Searches: 10

Size of segment: 1.3 × 108

2) Move: With the uniform thread pool, we move the

threads to use from the non-uniform thread pool to

the uniform thread pool. Then, an additional thread

acts as a coordinator of the uniform thread pool for

synchronization.

3) Execute: The threads in the uniform thread pool execute

index construction. Concurrently, the remaining threads

in the non-uniform thread pool execute search.

4) Return: After all threads in the uniform thread pool

have finished their work, they return to the non-uniform

thread pool and help with search.

Figure 11 illustrates the above procedure. When we use the

uniform thread pool, some threads are moved from the non-

uniform thread pool. Then, the coordinator thread (represented

by the orange spiral) is assigned to the uniform thread pool.

The coordinator places a barrier among the threads or instructs

them to return to the original thread pool. When the uniform

thread pool ends its work, its threads return to the non-uniform

thread pool. This enables parallel execution of both multi-

threaded search and multi-threaded index construction.

C. Evaluation

1) Condition: We conducted experiments to determine how

performance improves with the CSD pipeline. Table III shows

the conditions of the experiments. We divided 1.3 × 109

particles into 10 segments, then, we performed 10 SJCS tasks

for 1.3×108 particles and 107 halos in both NP and pipelined

manners.

Note that the real SJCS includes 8 × 109 particles, which

requires approximately 100 GB for particle data and 200 GB

for CoSTR-R-tree, respectively. Our method, CSD pipelining,

can be applied to such a task size, but requires significant

time to experiment. In this paper, to investigate whether the

proposed method is feasible for use with large-scale data, we

used 1.3 × 109 particles. If we increase the repetition number

from 10 to 50, our method works for 8 × 109 particles.
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Fig. 12. Execution time for large SJCS workload

2) Results: We show the results in Fig. 12. The NP
method, which is just an iteration of construction, search, and

destruction, required a total of 341.6 sec. CoSTR-R(CSD) and

CoSTR-R(CSD++) required 287.1 sec and 266.5 sec, respec-

tively. CoSTR-R(CSD++) achieved a 28 % improvement in

performance (over the NP). Here, constructions that overlap

with searches were executed using three threads. CoSTR-
R(CSD++) shows 27.5 times faster performance than CoR.

Note that these results contain particle data reading time,

while the results in Section V do not. The I/Os are included

in part of the index construction. We also show a reference

value that does not include I/O as CoSTR-R(ideal) in Fig.

12. The value is thirteen-fold value of the value shown for

CoSTR-R(real) in Fig. 7, which is a simply reference to ideal

(i.e., zero I/O cost) case.

VII. Conclusions

In astronomy, a number of simulations are conducted to

analyze the state of the universe and find an unknown or a rare

phenomenon. Spatial join is frequently used in such analysis.

In this study, we focused on a variant of the spatial join count

in proposed by Taruya et al. [4].

We first proposed a CoSTR-R-tree with multi-threading and

SIMD instructions. We applied the proposed CoSTR-R-tree to

the spatial join count workload in astronomy, and we evaluated

performance by comparing it to a CPU optimized R-tree (CoR-

tree). The results show that the proposed method outperformed

CoR-tree by 26.8 times with a size-limited SJCS workload

when applied to a real dataset.

We then proposed a construct-search-destruct (CSD++)

pipelining method for partial materialization to handle a large

dataset that exceeds the capacity of main memory. It suc-

ceeded to conceal I/O accesses, index constructions, and index

destructions with pipelining. Experimental results show that

the CSD++ method performed appropriately for a large SJCS

workload, where the size of the dataset exceeds the capacity

of main memory. In addition, CSD++ is 27.5 times faster than

the CoR-tree based method as a reference.

All of our codes are available on GitHub [7] for repro-

ducibility and for use by astronomy researchers.
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